Dotty Capelet

Supplies & Such

Supplies

Main Color (MC) Urth Uneek Worsted, 2 (2, 2, 2, 3) skeins
Contrast Color (CC) Urth Harvest Worsted, 1 skein
32” circular size 7 (4.5mm) or size to get gauge

Gauge

15 sts = 4” in dot stitch pattern and larger needle

Do not cut yarns, carry unused color up the side.
With color CC CO 144 (152, 160, 168, 176) sts. Do not join in round.
Row 1
(WSR) With MC, work Loopy Stitch in each stitch across
row.
Row 2
With MC Knit
Row 3
With MC, work Loopy Stitch in each stitch across.
Join in round, mark beginning of round. With CC, knit 2 rounds.

Finished Size

38 (40.5, 42.5, 44.75, 47)” circumference x 13.5”
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Instructions

Abbreviations

Knit
Purl
Stitch(es)
Main Color
Right Side (Row)
Wrong Side (Row)

DS (Dot Stitch)
Work into 5th stitch below the next stitch on left needle by inserting
right needle into the left arm of stitch, then unravel four rows down.
Lift the four loose strands onto the tip of the right needle, insert left
needle into front of this stitch and knit through the back of stitch
catching the four strands along with the stitch.
Loopy Stitch
Insert needle into stitch as if to knit, wrap yarn around needle and
two fingers three times. Knit the stitch, using all three strands of
yarn. Move these three strands back to left needle, and knit them
together through the back loop.

Rounds 1-4
Round 5
Row 6
Rows 7-10
Row 11

With MC, knit
With CC, *K3, DS, repeat from * around
With CC, knit
With MC, work in stockinette stitch (k every round)
With CC, K1, DS *K3, DS, repeat from * until 2 sts
remain, K2
Row 12
With CC, knit
Repeat rounds 1-12 six more times.
With CC, knit 1 round.
With color MC, knit 1 round, purl 4 rounds, bind off loosely.

Sealed with a Kiss
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